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I .	 INTROOUC FIOiX
Much of the Space Transportation System (STS)-planning centered around
the investigat.ion of various operating methodologies to achieve low-cost
space operati)ns. Primary emphasis focused on justifying the STS develop-
ment on an economic basis. The emphasis was to show that the development
investment, initia3 fleet costs,•and supportina facilities for the STS
could be effectively offset by exploiting the capabilities of the STS to
satlsfy mission requirements and reduce the cost of payload programs. Al-
though many items contribute to cost effective payload programs, the main-
tenance and/or refurbishment question, with its many variables, embraces
a majority of the design, operation, and cost questions that must stiil
be resolved before the fuil potential of the STS can be achieved.
Considerable worlc has already been done relative to the orbital main-
tenance question. The large number of maintenance studies performed for
NASA and D00 over the past few years for;ned the basis for this study. These
studies generally accented specific maintenance concepts, spacecraft pro-
grams, space tug effects, or certain analytical aspects. It was necessary
to place all these alternative maintenance concepts on a common basis for
effectiv2 comparison. This effort included an assessment of the relative
value of the previously identified concepts and an overali comparison of
the expendable, ground-refurbishab.le, and on-arbit maintainable modes.
Through this process, the most effective concepts were isolated.
The following major conc7usions were reached in the study.
o The development of an on-orbit servicer maintenance s.ystem is
compatible with many spacecraft programs and is recommended as
the most cost effective system.
o Spacecraft can be designed to be serviceable with acceptable	 :f	 ^
design, weight, volume, and cost effects.
;
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e Use of on•-orbit servicing over the 12 years covered by the 1974 SSPO
and the October 1973 Payload Model results in savinas gerater than
- nine billion dollars over the expendable mode, and
- four billion dollars over the ground refurbishable mQde.
a The pivoting arm on-orbit servicer was selected and a preliminary
design was prepared, _
o Orbital maintenance does not have any significant impact on the
space transportation system.
® Users need guarantees that servicing will be available and assur-
ances that it wili be cost effective.
The advantages of on--orbit ,ervicing are greatest when there are many
f
similar spacecraft in orbit, when the program time is long compared to
	
^	 the spacecraft lifetime, when the spacecraft availability requirement is
	
^	 similar for comparative modes, and when the spacecraft cost is not too
	
;	 low compared to the launch cost. The study outputs included a one-tenth
^
	
=	 scale mockup of the on-orbit servicer and three representative spacecraft
	
^	 as weli as engineering test units of two forms--side-- and bottom-mounting--
	
^	 of module interface mechanisms.
While the study used a NASA mission model representing automated space-
craft, the general conclusions are applicable to sortie missions and to
DOD spacecraft. The stud.y has been coordinated, integrated, and data ex-
changed with a parallel study, Integrated Orbital Servicing and Payloads
Study, being conducted by the C0MSAT Laboratories of the Communicatinns
	
t.^
	
Satellite Corporatiori (COMSAT) under the direction of Dr. Gary D. Gordon.
The C0MSAT study principaily looked into on-orbit servicing and STS effects
on communications satellite operations. These activities have been most
	
;
	 beneficial to the conduct of this study.
k	 .
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H. STUOY OBJECTIVES
The broad objective of this integrated orbital servicing study (IOSS)
was --
to provide the basis for the seiection of a cost effective
orbital maintenance system supported by the space transpor-
tation system.
This objective required the selected mode to be cost effective in the sense
of minimizing the tfltal life-cycle spacecraft program costs, including
those associated wil:h maintenance, urhile retaining the spacecraft avail-
ability 1eve1 implied by the payload model. The maintenance approach
selected could have been a combination of modes which could be selectively
applied to the payload model automated spacecraft prsgrams.
Inclusion of the study add-ons has expanded the obaective to include
preliminary design of a cost effective servicer, fabrication of a one-tenth
scale mockup, evaluation of the contro1 issues pertinent to servicing in
orbit, expanded technical emphasis on spacecraft interfaces to better assess
the potential effects of spacecraft configuration for servicing, and the
design and fabrication of engineering test units of two difFerent space-
replaceable unit interface mechanlsms and aii associated end effector.
The large number of rlaintenance studies performed for NASA and COti the
past few years form the basis of this study as shown in Tab1e II-1. It
was necessary to put tfie alternative maintenance concepts on a common
basis for effective comparison. A11 cost-generating effects were to be
identified so the cost comparison could be complete. The desiqn effort
was originally 1imited to "gap filling" as necessary to form a basis for
generating costs.
Of the many approaches to providing servicing functions, module exchange
was seiected for maintenance concept evaluation because it satisfies the
majority of the servicinq operations with a single technique. This selec-
tion is consistent with the findings of the majority of the prior studies.
lI-1
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Table 11-1 .£RSS Scope
GONSl pE,iATlONS ACT1VITiES
9U1L0 ON PRIOR STUDY RESULTS PUT PR1QR WORK ON COMMON 9AS1S
I NCLUdE ALL MA IMENANCE CONCEPTS PERFORAl TECi1N1CAL EVALllATIONS
ALL AUTOMATED SPACEC32AFT !N PAYLOAO MODEL CORDUCT STS IMPACI ANALYSIS
SHUTTLEORRITERANDFUl1CAPA8ILITYSPACE 6ETERhlINESPACECRAfTINTERFACE4ESIGN
TlIG REQU I RfhiENf S
PRlMARY SfRVIC1RG FUNCTION ISl140bULE EX- PERFORh1'CON5ISTENF ECONIOPAiC ASSESSh1ENC
:HANGE EVALUATE PROGRAA1MATICfMANAGFfv1ENT ASPECTS
PREPARE 5ERVICER PRELIh11NARY OESEGN:sND
MOCKUP
l pENfIPY SERVlCfR CONfROLSYSTEM APPROACH
pFSiGN AND FABRICAT£ SRll 1NTERFACE MECHAN-
1 SMS
PREPARE STU p Y RECfiMMENDATkONS WITN SUP-
PORTI NG RATIONAL£
Nloduie exchange can provide the servicing functions of (1) repair failed
equipment, (2) repair degraded equipment, (3) overcome design failures,
(4) replace/replenish worn-out equipment s
 and (5) update equipment with
new models. Equipment includes mission equipment as well as subsvstem
equipment. The maintenance concepts were aiso evaluated as to their
adaptability to such other servicing functions as inspection, cleaninq,
and fault detection and isolation.
As the various maintenance concepts were identified, it became obvious
that very little hard data existed; most concepts were just sketches of
the spaceborne equipment and there were no data concerning the associated
ground and operations equipment. Thus it was necessary to complete the
concept definitions in many areas. Inherent in the activities of Table
	 j
1I-1 is identification of the criteria for the several evaluations. These 	 1
i
criteria have been identified and evaluated and have become one of the
^
significant study outputs.
In our examination of the many maintenance concepts, the entire auto-	 j
mated spacecraft mission model, full life-cycle costs, the entire range
of ST5 interfaces, and the myriad detail aspects, we found that the resul-
tant breadth of our study permitted depth in only certain limited areas.
We have compensated for this effect by drawing particularly on i;wo excel-
leni; concurrent si;udies, Gperai;ions Analysis Study by the Aerospace Cor-
porai;ion, and Servicing the DSC5-II with the STS by TRW Systems Group.
These si;udi es conceni<rated on more l i mi i;ed aspects and prov7 ded the depth
of analysis needed so we could apply it across i;he breadth of this study.
The auiromated spacecraft of 'cne payload model were evaluated to iden-
i;ify those to which maintenance might reasonably be appl7ed. This involved
47 differeni; spacecraft programs with 340 missions. To provide i;he de-
sired depth of analysis, six spacecrafi; programs were selected to charac-
terize, or represent, a11 the maintenance-applicable spacecraft programs.
The configurations of the s7x spacecraft in iihis characteristic set are
shown in Figure II-1, The figure shows each spacecraft 1n its operating
cnnc	 RFSS
I-
Figure II-T Configurati-ons o f Characteristie Set
configuration i<o approximai;eiy i;he same scale for each spacecraft. The
characteristic set spacecraft designations are biomedzcal experimental
scientific satellite (BESS), environmental monitoring satellite (EMS),
gravi ty sai;el l ite (GRAVSAT ), i ni;ernati onal communi cai;i ons satel l i te
II-3
(INTELSAT), 1arge X-ray te1escope (LXRT), and upper atmosphere explorer
(UAE).
The figure illustrates the variet,y of shapes, sizes, and configurations
of spacecraft that might be involved in servicing. The configurations of
the spacecraft considered for maintenance are important for the following
reasons:
1) The sizes and shapes of the spacecraft as stowed in the payload
bay are necessary to calculate potentiai launch sharings and
costs;
2) The operating configuration of the spacecraft as comaared to the
stowed configuration in the pay1oad bay is necessary to deter-
mine reguirements for reconfiguring the operating spacecraft to
fit back into the payload bay for ground refurbishment;
3) The operatin q configuration is necessary for investigating docking
considerations and movement of externai servicing devices ov,r
the spacecraft surfacEs; and
d) The current configuration is necessary to help determine if, and
how, a spacecraft should be configured for servicing.
Figures II-2 and -3 illustrate serviceable configurations of the large
X-ray telescope and the INTELSAT being serviced by an on-orbit servicer
where the orbiter and tug are the respective carrier vehicles. These
figures show two applications of the pivoting arm servicer, recommended
by this study, that can also be applied to an earth-orbital teleoperator
system, to a geosynchronous free-flyer, to the solar electric propulsion
system, and to some forms of the interim upper stage.
«}__^_ I
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Figure II-2 Servicing tYee Large X-Aarg TeZescope at the Orbiter
Figure I1-3 Servicing the InteZsat via the Full-Capability Tug
III. RELATI0NSHIP TO OTHER NASA EFFORTS
The IOSS, wi i;h i i:s emphasi s on bui 1 di ng on pri or and paral l e i study
results, had a significanii relai;ionship to ofher NASA effori;s. The prime
rel ai+i onshi p was w§ th the Ini;egraiied Orbi i:al Servi ci nq and Payl oads Study
being performed by COMSAT Laboraiaories of the Communi cai;i ons Sai;el l i i;e
Corporation. These two si;udies were conducted in parallel for i;he same
MSPC Contraci;ing Officer's Represeni;ative, James R. Turner. The studies
were coordinaifed, integrai;ed, and data was exchanged. Moni;hly coordina-
tion meei;ings were held and all our formal presenirations were joinii. The
purpose of the COMSAT effort is i;o inc1ude a commercial user's perspective
and i:o provide a fuller consideration of the effects of servicing on
INTELSAT design and operai;ions.
The major part of i:he prior work, which included over three million
dollars of contracted effort, is well represented by the seven studies
of Table III-1. The recommendations from these si;udies and the i:ypes of
data contairied in the si;udy repori;s are shown in Table III-2. These re-
commendations were useful because fhey provided a i;eni;ative set of con-
cl usi ons ;,he IOSS coul d suppori; or rej ect. The study agrees wi i;h mosi; of
Table III-1 Significant Prior Stztdies	
fhe stai:ed recommendations
as explained in Chap-ber V.
^
PAYLOAD Sl1PPORTING SitIDIES FOR TUG A55ESSM1IENT
MSFC IN-1-101,15E, 1973
IN-SPACE SERVICING OF A OSP SATELLITE
SAdr1S0lTRLV. AIARCH 1974
UNhIANNED oR81TAL PLATFOR[1l
R1SfClRi, SEPTE111BER 1973
PAYLOAD UTILIZATION OF TUG
h1SFCIN1l,AC, GE AND FAIRCHILD, A1AY 1974
OP£RATIONS ANAtYSIS
NASAlAER{]SPACE, JULY 1974
SERVICiNG THE D5C5-1I 1'JITH THE ST5
SANf501T0, MARCH 1975
EARTH OBSERVATORY SATELLITE SYSTEAt
GSFCI I N-HOUSE AND CONMRACTED, CONTINUING
Two of the studies were
particularly helpful. The op-
^
erairions anaiysis sfudy by
Aerospace defi ned a sei; of
standard7zed modules and the 	 ?^
complement of i;hose modules
for 29 spacecraft. It also
provided weighi; and reliability
dai;a for i;hese modul es . The
^
dai;a were extrapol ated iio our
set of 47 spacecraft programs.
rrI-z
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Ta1iZe II1-2 Results of the Significant
Prior Studies
THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS INCLUDED:
ON-ORBIT SERViCiNG 1STHEMOST PROM1SlNG
MAiNTENANCE APPROACH (Al.L);
SPACECRAFT SHOULD BE DESIGNED FOR SERViC-
[NG (ALLl;
GROUND REFURBISHMEM' IS NOTAS PROMISING
tsixl;
HIG!{ RELIABI LlTY MAY BE MORE COST EFFECTIVE
(THREE);
O1V-ORBfT SERVlClNG SHOULD BE FURTHER IN- I
VESTi GATED (ALL1.
TYPES OF DATA AVAfLABLE:
SERVICER CONCEPTS (ALL);
SERVkCEABLE SPACECRAFT CONCEPTS (ALL)t
COST DATA (ALL);
SERVICER EVALUATIONCRETERIA (SIX):
RELIABILITY ASSESSMENf (FIVE);
MODULE S1ZES AND WEfGHTS (S!X).
Table 1I1-3 Concurrent Studies
MULT1-MISSlON SUPPQRT EQUIPMENi
MSFCIMMC, JUNE 1974, 10 MONTHS
ORBITAL ASSEMBLY AND MAENTEItlANCE
JSCIMMC, AUGUST 1974, 12 MONTHS
STUDY TO EVALUATE THE EFFECT OF EVA
ON PAYLOAD SYSTEMS
AMESIR I, JULY 1974, 6 MONTHS
MULTI-MISSION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
(LAU11iCH S ITE)
MSFCIMMC, SEPTEMBER 1974, 8 MONiHS
EARTH ORBITALTELEOPERATOR SYSTEM
(EOTS) CONCEPTS AND ANALYS[S
MSFClMMC, JANUARY 1975, 12 MONTHS
The DSCS-TI studv by TRW was
based on existing TRW spacecraft
and provided niuch detailed data
on designs, costs, and schedule
effects. These data helped us
to extrapolate the NASA-provided
spacecraft cost numbers from the
expendable form to the ground-
refurbishable and on-nrbit ser-
viceable forms of spacecraft.
The statement "high reliabil-
ity may be more cost effective"
can be interpreted in two wa,ys.
Two af the studies concluded that
high reliability may be more cost
effective than orbitai servicing,
while the third study concluded
that orbital servicing is more
cost effective than the other two
modes and, within this made, the
re1iability increases considered
provided additianal savings for
the spacecraft system considered.
Table III-3 lists five con-
current studies that provided ad--
ditional data he1pfol ta the IOSS
and to which the IOSS pravided
significant and useful data.
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IV, sTllDY APPROACH
The objective of maintenance is to increase a'sysi;em's avai1ability,
whi ch i s a measure o-F the time thair a system i s ready i;o perform its i nten-
ded mission. Main •L•enance, or servicing, is one way to reduce the cost of
availability. The many approaches to obtaining spacecraft avai1ability
are shown in Figure IV-1. This tree of approaches is easily divided into
APPROACHES TO OBTAI NI NG
,	 SPACECRAF7 PROGRAM
AVAILABILITY
SPACECRA +Ff QUAM'tTY	 SPACECRAFT QUALITY
ON GROUNp ' ON OfiB'IT'
RELIABILITY
111[CREASE	
MA1NlENANCE
^
P.,...'_."L^
REUtlNDANCY	 [NHERENT	 ON GROUND	 ON ORBIT
	
,	 I ^
SElF	 'REMOTEI,Y	 SELE'-REPAIR BUILT-OIV	 VISITING
SWITCHE. D .:, SWiTCHED	 SYSTEMS
' EXPElVDABl.E
	 GROUND
REFURBISHABLE
ON-ORBIT MAINTAINABLE
Figure TV-1 Spacecra ft Progrcm Avai Zabi Zi ty Approaches
the maintenance modes of the study--expendable, ground-refurbishable, and
on-orbit maintainable. Two maintenance concepts shown were considered and
found to have 3itt1e application--built-on and self-repair. Bui1t-on is a
maintenance concept in which •Lhe spacecraft has ii;s own spare modules and
the fazled modules are replaced mechanica1ly.-• Se1f-repair is an extension
of built-on where the spacecraft has a second manipulai;or that is used to
TV-1
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i
I
,
^
^
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-	 ^
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repair the failed modules. Note that the availability approaches in the
shaded area are not considered part of the study effort; those in the un-
shaded area were addressed.
In the expendable mode, spacecraft are iaunched until the desired on-
orbit fleet size is obtained and then each failed spacecraft is replaced
with a new spacecraft. The ground-refurbishable mode starts as with the
expendable mode until a spacecraft fails. Then the failed spacecraft is
returned to earth, repaired, and relaunched. (If an extra spacecraft has
been procured, then it is sometimes possible to launch the replacement
spacecraft and retrieve the fai1ed spacecraft on one mission.) The on-orbit
maintainable mode is also like the expendable mode until a failure occurs.
Ther: replacement modules are taken 3nto space, exchanged with the failed
niodules, and the spacecraft returned to normal operation. The method used
for exchanging the modules, called visiting systems, has been the subject
of much study.
The overa1l study task identification and interrelationships sho Lrn in
Figure IV-2 de:nonstrate the highly interactive approach necessary for the
technical and economic evaluations to support the study objective--provide
the basis for selection of a cost erfective orbital maintenance system sup-
ported by the STS. The desired results are tradeoff studies, rationale,
evaluations, criteria, spacecraft configuration data, and cost structure
formats to support the selection of maintenance concepts to be used in the
actual cost determination of on-orbit serviceable versus expendable and
ground-refurbishable alternatives that wil1 provide the desired spacecraft
availability.
After the first quarterly review the study effort was increased to in-
c1ude an increment to task 3, spacecraft interface requirements; task 6,
servicer control issues: and task 7, servicer preliminary design and
mockup, These activities were added to meet the important needs of pro-
viding an effective on-orbit servicing demonstration device; i.e., a ser-
vicer mocicup, an initial evaluation of the controls problem, and expanded
IV-2
TASK I AIAINTENAhCE REDHIREhtiFMS
ANALYSIS
SELECTi ON aF h1A I NEENANCE APPLICA6LE SET
SELECTION OF CHARACTERISTIC SET
CHARACTERISTICS OF SPACECRAFT
FUNCTIONAL AND HARDLYARE REGUIREAlEMS
STS CAPADILITIES
TASK 3 DESiGN AHD CDST SUPPORT ANALY
AtAIMENANCECONCEPT ANALYSIS
TASK 6 SERVICER	 SPACECRAFTINTERTACEREQUIREAlFfJTS
CflMROL ISSNES	 STS IhIPACI ANALYSIS
COSTSUPPORTANALYSIS
I MERAIED IATE EVALl1ATI0N
TASK 2 REVEEl9 AND AHALYSaS OF PREV10U5
STt1DIES
DATA COLLECTION AND fORA4ATT I NG
.SAIM'£MANCECON"CEPTREVIELY
'.1AINIENANCE CDNCEPTCATEGORIZATION
PRELIL4ltVARY MtALYS15
PRELIi:f I NARY EVALIIAT I ON
SK d SYSTEMS COST AND EFFECTS	 •
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COST COMPARISOI45
SIGNIFICANTfhCTOR LDfMIFICATIUN.
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Figure IV-2 Studg Task and FZow
definition of.the effect on the spacecraft interfaces resultinq from the
on-orbit servicing scenar7o. After the third quarterly review, tasK S,
space-replaceable unit interface mechanism design and fabrication, was
added to provide engineering test units for two approaches to the impor-
tant mechanical fastening interface between the space-replaceable units
and the spacecraft and stowage rack. 	
I
While the study involved many facets, iterat7ons, and evaluations, 	
;
the flow of the major tradeoffs is shown in Figure IV-3. The three modes
are shown across the middle of the figure. Each mode can be achieved by
one or more maintenance concepts. The primary tradeoff is between the
three modes, but the maintenance concept for the visiting system level--
EVA versus shuttle remote manipulator sysf:em vs on-orbit servicer---also
had to be selected. While 'Figure IV-3 expresses the on-orbit servicer
tradeoff as being between the pivoting arm and the general-'purpose mani- 	
;
pulator maintenance concepts, these two concepts are the resulir of a
screening/categorization/evaluation process that started with 16 differ-
ent concepts. The cons7derations shown on the figure were used in the
evaluations depicted as well as in most of the other study evaivations.
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V.	 BASIC DATA GENERATED AND SIDNIFICANT RESUi.TS
d
The significan.t conclusions and results reached in the two Ini;eqrated
Orbital Servicing studies are presented below with the majcr conclusions
shown in italics. Many secondary results and supporting conc1usions are
given in the rest of this chapter and in the technical volume. The follow-
ing significant conclusions and results were generated by both CQMSAT and
Martin Marietta in thgir two companion studies. These conclusions, where
Martin Mariett;"a -fias performed a significant part of the work, are discussed
and their supporting rationale are presented in the remainder of this
chapter.
1. Top-level conclusions
a) onworbit maintenance is the most cost-effective mode.
b} Spacecraft can be designed to be serviceable with acceptab2e
design, weight, volume, and cost effacts.
c) The module er.change -Form of servicing is applicable to repair-
ing failed satellites, improving reliability of operatinq satel-
lites, and updating equipment.
d} Analysis, design, engineering test unit fabrication, and eval-
uation of on-orbit servicers should continue,
e) On-orbit servicing can increase program flexibilii;y and satel-
lite reliability, lifetime, and availability.
f) Oround refurbishment is not cost effective for most geosynch-
ronous sairel 1 i tes .
2. Maintenance concepts
a) The on--orbit servicer+ maintenance concept is recorrmrended.
b) The on-orbit servicer, extravehicular activity, and shuttle
remote manipulator system are all technically feasible.
c) Only the on-orbit servicer is applicable to both tug and or-
biter based missions.
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d) Remote control of module exchange with an on-orbit servicei° is
technically feasible.
3. On-orbit servicers
a) The pivoting arm on-orbit servieer was seZeeted and a prelim-
inary design was prepared.
b) On-orbit servicer concepts exist that wi11 permit a broad ranqe
of spacecraft design alternatives.
c} On-orbit servicing is compatible with standardized modules or
spacecraft, but does not require them to be cost effective.
d) S3de- and bottom-moaanting forms of space replaceab1e unit inter-
face mechanisms are useful and have been designed.
4. Economics eva7uations
a) Use of on-orbit servieing over the 12 years covered bry the 1974
SSPD and the October 1973 ParyZoad ModeZ resuZts in savings
greater tFian
9 nine billion doZZcrrs over the expendable mode, and
a four billion dollars over the ground refurbzshable mode.
b) 7he life cycle costs of the on-orbit servicer represent approxi-
mately one percent of the overall savings and these costs can be
fully recovered by 1982.
c) Cost sensitivity analyses showed that wide variations in cost
data, especially mission model size and fraction of spacecraft
replaced, affect specific savings but do not change the major
study conclusions.
d) A long-life free4flying servicer at geostatYonary orbit is poten-
ti al ly cost effecti ve .
e) Specific launch r.ost rei gibursement policies can be an important
factor in which form of servicing is adopted for individual
spacecraft programs.
f) Expendable satellites are cost effective where satellite life-
time meets program lifeicime requirements.
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S. Development implications
a) A sinqZe deveZopment of an on-arbtit servieer maintenance system
is compattible with manxy spacecraft programs and is recommended.
b) orbitaZ maintenancQ does not have a.ny significant irrroact on•the
space transportaticn system.
c) On-orbit maintenance with the pivoting arm servicer is compatible
with a variety of delivery vehicles such as the orbiter, full capa-
bility tug, free-flying servicer, solar electric propuision system,
earth orbital teleoperator sy5tem, and some forms of the interim
upper stage.
6. User acceptance
a) Users need guarantees that servicing wiZZ be avazZab2e and assur-
ances that it wiZZ be cost effective.
b) A deeper understanding of the orbital servicing cost structure
is required before initiating drastic changes in conventional
satellite construction and operations methods.
c) Schedul i ng del ays oi severa1 mon'r.hs are tol erabl e for many ser-
vicing requirements.
d) Development of the on-orbit servicer should include early in-space
demonstrations of mociule exchange along with rendezvous and docking.
e) Building, flying, an:-1 servicing a serviceable satellite is needed
to obtain widespreact ecceptance of orbital servicing.
A. TOP-LEVEL CONCLl3SI0NS
The result, of this study have shown that on-orbit maTntenance is a
more cost effective mode than the expendable or ground-refurbishable main-
tenance modes. Each of the three maintenance modes was investigated for
the six evaluat7on considerations; (1) spacecraft design aspects, (2) STS
impacts, (3) technical, (4) operat7onal areas, (5) prograrr,matic, and (6)
cost. The results from investigating considerations (1) thru (5) provided
the basis for establishing the associated cost impacts to be incorporated
in the cost considerations. It was determined that each of the three modes
is technically feasibie and that spacecraft can be designed for each
!f -3
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maintenance mode. Acceptable development programs and operai;ional methods
are also possible for each mode.
The total program costs for each maintenance mode are:
1) On-orbit mainta+nabie - $15.9 billion;
2) f round-refurbishable - $20.2 billion;
3) Expendable	 - $24.9 billion.
These costs are predicated on all 47 spacecraft programs being flown in
each mode. The on-orb7t maintainable mode results in a cost savings of
9 billion dollars, or 36%, over the expendabie mode and 4.4 billion
dol1ars, or 22%, over the ground-refurbishable mode.
5pacecraft can be designed to be serviceable with acceptable design,
wetght, volume, and cost effe.:ts. This same conclusion was drawn in
seven other studies that were reviewed. Several of the studies (Aero-
space Corporation and TRW DSCS-II) went into considerable depth as to the
effect of servicing on spacecraft design. The expendable and on-orbit
serviceable configurations of COMSAT INTELSAT, shown in Figure V-1, are
representative of the transition of a spacecraft to a serviceable con-
figuration. It was also found that on-orbit servicers can accommodate
a sufficient variety of module metrics to avoid an excessive spacecraft
modularization penalty. A wide range of spacecraft characteristics can
be accommodated by a servicer without excessive configuration penalt7es.
Even the effect of three-axis stabilization as opposed to spin stabi1i-
zation does not show an excessive penalty; some data show that three-axis
stabilization results in lighter and less expensive snacecraft.
To a first level, spacecraft can be made serviceable withocxt mission
objective penalties; it is more a management challenge to coor3inate
development. Weight penalties of 500 to 800 pounds are incc! •rred in qoing
from an expendable to a modular spacecraft for servicing. Spacecraft con-
figurations estab1ished along the policy lines of "status quo" or "maximum
STS efficiency" have more effect on the spacecraft than the servicer.
There is an indicated cargo bay length and accompanying cost benefit when
spacecraft are designed for "maximum STS efficiency".
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F'igurre V-1 INTEESAT Configurations
The recommendation that an on-orbit servicer maintenance concept shouid
be used, when combined with the existing schedule constraints relative to
esi;abiishing user's acceptance of on-orbii: maintenance eariy in the space-
craft development cyc1e, dictates the requirement for continuation of
analysis, design, engineering test unit fabrication, and evaluatTon of
^
on-orbi t serv-i cers . Thi s conti nuati on oi • ei:fiort wi 11 provi de the most
effeci;ive, and thus the most cost efficient, means of providing engineer-
^	
ing data for establishing (1) a realistic servlcer fina1 design, and (Z)
user acceptance.
Launching of ST5-delivered spacecraft will start in 1980. The early
phases of deve1opment for many of the spacecraTt to be launched by the
ST5 have already started. To avoid doub1e development costs resu1ting
from changing over a spacecraft design to on-orbit mafntainable at some
Y-5
later date, user ucceptance of maintenance must be estabiished now. This
requires an early management decision to implement on-orbit maintenance
to allow the greatest benefits i:o be realized.
On-orbit maintenance is compatib'[e with standardized spacecraft sub-
syst-ems but does not require them. A spacecraft designed for on-orbit
maintenance will be modular. Modularization of a spacecraft requires many of
the same design factors as standardization. Two common design factors
for a repiaceable module and a standardized subs,ystem are structural
and therma1 independence. Also, both approaches would benefit from stan-
dardized e1ectrical connectors and tend to favor a data bus approach to
minimize the number of pins required. Standardized spacecraft subsystems
could be integrated into a modular spacecraft design with a minimum im-
pact. However, the SRUs of on-orbit servicing need not be standardized
subsystems; they need only have standardized interfaces.
B. MAINTFNANCE CONCEPTS
The three maintenance concepts wii;hin the classification of visiting
systems are (1) on-orbii; servicer (OS), (2) extraveh3cular activity (EVA),
and (3) shuttle remote manipulator system (SRMS). Each of these systems
can operate in iow earth orbit out of the orbiter cargv bay. However,
only the on-orbit servicer can also operate in high earth orbit.
A technical comparison of the maintenance concepts operating in low
earth orbit was performed. For each maintenance concept it was necessary
to (1) establish servicing guidelines, (2) select a representative main-
tenance technique, (3) define the operating reqion in the orbiter cargo
bay, (4) determine the equipment required, and (5) summarize the advan-
tages and disadvantages.
Since EVA and SRMS are baselined for the STS prooram, the JSC space
ShuttZe System PaJload Aceommodcftions document (duly 3, 1974) was used to
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establish servicing guidelines for these two maintenance concepts. Sev-
eral significant facts were observed. Even though EVA and SRMS are
STS-baselined, no spacecraft maintenance approach is specified. Further,
the SRMS design has been driven by deployment and retrieval of spacecraft.
An improvenient in positional accuracy and in operational utility would be
required for efficient use of the SRMS for module replacement.
A representative maintenance technique, as shown in Figures V-2, V-3,
and V-4, was synthesized for each of the maintenance concepts. Also, the
- —`
Figure V-2 On-Orbit. Servicer ConceFt
^	 operating regions within the cargo bay were defined. This was done for
two modular spacecraft and the pivoting arm stowagc rack. The effects of
large (large X-ray telescope) and small (solar maximum niission spacecraft)
were investigated. The objectives of this evaluation were to orovide a
basis for establishinq the equipment in the areas of spacecraft, STS, and
servicing and to determine the advantages and disadvantages of each main-
tenance concept. EVA can be considered as a backup for either SRMS or
V-7
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Figure V-3 EVA Alaintenance Concept
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^the on-orbit servicer in the orb7ter cargo bay. The module exchange tech-
niques, designs and operai;ions of these two concepts were made compat-
ible with EVA backpp. However, the direct costs for EVA backup have not
been lncluded.
The equipment required and the advantages and disadvantages were exam-
ined to determine if any state of the art advancements were indicated.
It was concluded that none of the three maintenance concepts presented
any ma3or technical problems. The on-orbit servicer, extravehicular ac-
t7vity, and shuttle remote man7pulator system are all technically feasible.
However, several aspects of EVA and SRMS that cou1d have significant cost
impacts were identified.
Design of spacecraft'for EVA maintenance involves a smali percentage
cost increase for each spacecraft, but a significant increase across the
26 low earth orbit spacecraft programs. EVA design aspects, which are
sometimes called man-rating, are those over and above what is required to
launch the spacecraft in the orb7ter, which is the same for all i:hree main-
tenance concepts. This delta design for EVA results from the need for a
suited astronaut to move around/over the surface of the spacecraft. The
pxterior equipment and thermal control surfaces that are sub.ject to damage
from phys7cal contact would have to be protected or avoided. Sharp edges
and appendages that couid damage the astronaut`s suit would have to be re-
moved or covered. Remotely controlled covers wouTd also have to be provided
for optical surfaces that could be contaminated by moisture expelled from
E:
the 1 i fe support systeni.
	^
The support structure for iarge spacecraft for EVA and SRMS mainten-
r
^	 ance requ7res a large stowage volume with a concurrent 1aunch cost penalty.
^ 	 _
^	 The on-orbit servicer does not require any support structure that increases
I:
^
stowed iength, Figures V-6, V-6, and V-7 show 'iayouts in the carqo bay
ll
^	 for each of the maintenance concepts. For the on-orbit servicer, large
^	 and small spacecraft can be docked to an Apollo-type dockina mechanism
;
^
^
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Fzgure V-7 Cargo Bay Layout, SBMS Maintenanee
using the SRMS. The docicing mechanism can be designed iro fold up against
the face of the stowage rack as an integral part of the servicer mechari-
ism, resulting in no stowed length increase. However, in i;he case of the
SRMS and EVA, a support structtare thaii projects above the enveiope of the
cargo bay and that bridges from longeron to longeron is required. The
si:ructure will vary in height and comp1exity depending on interference
problems with appendages and the need to reposition i;he st,acecraft to
provide access to the servicing areas. The struci;ure's size indicai;es a
large stowage volume (>17-ft long) in the orbiter cargo bay or a moderai;e
stewaye volume (= 5--ft long) along with the capabilii;y to fold i:he sup-
port structure. The moderate stowage volume approach was used in the
cosir analysis.
The remoire control system selected to be used wii;h i;he on--orbit ser-
vicer mechani,m for moduie exchange can strongly affect the servicer's
operaiiional utility and its versatility. The recommended system combines
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the best qualities of each of two modes, and thus overcomes each of their
deficiencies by using supervisory contro1 as the primary mode and remote-
ly manned control to provide backup operation for failures and operat7onal
r:ontingencies. Because the remotely manned control 'is only a backup mode
and wi11 not be used frequently, 1onger operating t3mes can be accepted,
This pertaits use of a simplified TV camera(s) with very low frame rates
(say three per minute) as well as using the TV system instead of proximity
sensors for the alternative hazard avoidance system in this backup mode.
Tolerance compensation can be handied by the operator usina his ground-based
computer. The ma.jor advantage of this combined mode ts the availability
of different and completely separate backup function5 to obtain the high-
est probability flf successful module exchange over the widest range of
operating conditions.
C. OfV-ORBI1' SERVICERS
1. On-Orbit Servicer Selection
Fifteen on-orbit servicer concepts (Fig. V-8) were identified from the
literature, screened, and evaluated to arrive at the final selection of
k
X li	 MDAC Direct Access
X 2)	 Aerospace Corporation
X 31	 Bel1 Asrospace Cartesian Coordinate
X 4)	 Ri lIOP A iExternali
5}	 Pivoting Arm I'ype
A.	 RI lIOP B Ilnternali
B.	 MSFC
X C.	 TRV4I
D.	 Beii Aerospace Cylindricat
Coordinate
61	 General Purpnse Manipulator Type
A.	 R l Geosynchronous Platform
X B.	 MDAC External
C.	 MMC Generai Purpose
D.	 GE AGOES Boom
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B.	 R1 EOS
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Figure V--8 On-Orbit Servicer Concelit 5eZectian
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the pivoting arm on-orbit servicer. Ana1ysis of on-orbit servicer liter-
^
^
	
	
ature showed that the diverse collection of alternative servicers contains
many related types that may be categorized into groups. Within each
group one concept was selected to represent the group after the initia1
evaluation. These representative concepts are indicated in Figure Vw8 by
the Xs. Illustrations of each of the representative on-orbit servicer
^	 concepts are shown in Figure V-9.
-
	
	 Four ground rules were estab1ished for evaluating the on-orbit ser-
vicers:
^ 1) Spacecraft are designed to be serviceable;
^	 2) Servicer performs module exchange only;
^	 3) A11 modules are located in one or two separate docfCing faces or
^
in one or two adjacent t7ers;
;	 4) Large antennas and solar panels are assumed to have iong lrtfe and
high reliab313ty and therefore do not need replacing.
^
The criteria initially selected for screening the on-orbit servicers are
^	 shown in Tab1e V-1. The selected concept should be the one that achieves
^
	
	
the best balance between maximum simplicity and tpaximum versatility. A1-
though a simple system w3th high reliability is very desirable, the ser-
;	 vicer must not be too restrictive on the spacecraft designer. The lengthf
^
	
	 of the servicer mechanism when stowed in the cargo bay is i.riportant be-
cause it occupies space otherwise usable by other payloa&, and its weight
is equally important because it subtracts from orbiter and tug capabilities.
. r	 The servicer analysis rd-sults, with three level ratings in each cate-
^
gory for each servicer, are given 3n Table V-2. This was done for each
of the seven screening criteria. An addtt7onal criteria--number of inech-
anical functions--was added to augment mechanical advantaqe. The serv3cer
mechanisrj should have the least number of actuators nflssible to be simple
and reliable, and yet be versatile enough to not overly restrict the space-
^	 craft dEsigner.
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Figure V-9 On-Orbit Servicer Concepts
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a) MDAC Direct Access
e) TRW - Pivoting Arm
^
^
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b) Aerospace Corporation	 c) Bell Aeros
f) MDAC - Grneral Purpose Manipulator
Foi.uovT TxAME l
d) RI IJOP A (External )
^ ^
c) Bell Aerospace Cartesian Coordinate
Nurpose Manipulator
9) SPAR/DSMA - Shuttle Cargo Bay Only
Table V-1 Sereening Criteria for On-Orbit Servicers
VERSATI LITY
- Minimum Constraints on Spacecraft Design - Number, Sizes, Stiapes, and
Location of Modufes
- Minimum Constraints on Docking Device Design
SIMPLICITY
- 
N,echanical Advantage - actuator concept, motion type, force levels, temporary
stowage, operaiions time
- 
Structural Elexibility - of docketl spacecraftlservicer assembly, of inectianism
itself
- 
Reiiability - design simplicity, number of degrees-of-freedom and actuators,
syncnronization requirements
LENGTH
- 
Minimum Length when in Operation or when S°,owed in Cargo Bay
tiNEI GHT
- Efficient Use of Tug Capability
Table V-2 Servieer EvaZuation Swrnnary
C^
Q ^,^ ^` J^^^^'^o^ s^` ^^. ^' , 4^•	 ^'^/ ^•
MDAC DIRECT
ACCE55 SERVICER
POOR h1EDIUM HIGH POOR LOW ShIALL h1EDIUM POOR
,AEROSPACECORPORATION POOR MEDIUM HIGH GOOD LOW MEDIUM MEDIUM POOR
BELLAEROSPACE
CARTE5IAN COORDINATE
FAIR
I
IMEDIUM MEDIUM FAIR LOW LARGE HIGH FAIR
RI UOP A EXTERNAL FAIR IMEDIUM LOW GOOD H1GH MEDIUM MEDIUM,GOOD
TRWPIVOTINGARb1 GOOD HIGH LOW GOOD HIGH MEDIUM LOW GOOD
MDAC EXTERNAL
MANIPULATOR
FAIR h1EDIUM MEDIUM POOR MEDIUM SMALL hlED1UM FAIR
SHUTTLECARGOBAY
ONLY SERVICER
FAIR h1EDIUA1 MEDIUM GOOD MEDIUM LARGE LARGE FAIP
This means that about four degrees of freedom plus an end effector for
latching and unlatching modules is about the optimum servicer mechanism.
Aiso, the use of rotary actuators is usually preferred over linear actu-
ators when possible. These factors favor the pivotinQ arm-type over the
V-15
others. The pivoting arm can exchange modules of most any size or at
most any position on a satellite end with axia1 exchange motion. Also
the pivoting arm servicer is the most easily rnodified for additional capa-
bility when considering future growth potential, and it can accommodate
to various type5 of docking devices.
2. Selected On•-Orbit Servicer Design
A preliminary design of a pivoting arm on-orbit servicer (Fig. V-10)
has been established. The TRl-! pivoting arm servicer design was used as
a basis for the improved design. The new des. qn meets the
on-orbit serv i cer design requirements shown in Table V-3. The pivotinq
TUG OR ORBITER
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INTERFACE
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^
SPACECRAFT
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DRIVE
Figure V-10 Pivoting Arm On-Orbit Servicer
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Table V-3 On-Orbit Servicer Design Requirements
Minimize Degrees-of-Freedom
1Viodule Mass Range 0 to 700 Pounds
To Handle and Stow Modules of the Following Size Characteristics:
Large	 - 40 X 40 X 40 1 nclies
Medium - 26 X 26 X 40 1 nches
Small	 - 15 X 15 X 40 1 nches
Minimize Stowed Length
Tip Force > 20 Pounds I n Worst Configuration
Attachl1-2fch Actuator Located I n End Effector
Time to Replace One Module - 10 Minutes
Generate Operational Status Signals
Minimize Sliding Friction Areas
Be Compatible With OrbiterlTuglEOTS Electrical Power
Be Compatible With Automatic, Supervisory, and Remotely Manned Control
Satisfy AII LatchlAttach Mechanism Guidelines
Compatible With Operations at Orbiter, Tug f{ltS, FCT), EOTS
Compatible With Must Automated Spacecraft
Multiple Spacecraft Capability per Mission
I
Probability of Mission Success = 0.98
Reusable for 100 rJlissions
Lifetime of Five Years
Provide Failed Module Temporary Stowage
Provide Module Environmental Control (Thermal, Radiation, Contamination)
Operate Module Latches
Compatible With EVA
Compensate for ToleranceslMisalignments I n 6 DOF
Withstand Orbiter Crash Loads
No Ability to Exchange Modules I n One-G
Operable In One-G, NoModules
Lightweight
arm mechanism (Fig. V-11 thru V-14) has been designed to overcome two
major problems in the TRW design--iong stuwage lenqth (105 in.) and long
module turnaround distance (132 in.). The long stowage length resulted
from the fact that the TRb! pivoting arm did not incorporate a folding
capability for launch. In the recommended design, the pivoting arm mech-
anism folds against the face of the stowage rack during launch, resulting
in a stowage length of 21 inches (Fig. 'J-14). Tine operating distance be-
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tween the spacecraft and the stowage rack has been reduced to 58 inches
by incorporating the linear drive at the shoulder as opposed to at the
wrist as in the TRW design. The total stowed length of the tug-mounted
^	 version of the on-orbit servicer is 61 inches.
3. Space-Replaceable Unit Tnterface P1echanisms
^	 Two cornplementary forms of space-replaceable unit interface mechanisms
^	 have been designed and are shoam in Fiaures V-15 and V-16. The interface
^
^	 mechanism is used to fasten space-replaceable units into space-serviceable
spacecraft and into the associated stowage rack of the on-orbit servicer.
Fzgu: -
Figure V-15 SRU Interface Meehanism, Side Mount
7-16 SRU Interface Meehan•ism, Bottom Mount
V-20
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Th1s design effort wa c i nitiated because a survey and evaluat-ion of 12
interface mechanisms conciuded thai; no concept i'ully met all the ini;erface
mechanism design criteria (Table V-4). The two inirerface mechanisms re-
present bottom- and side-mounting approaches, i'he two designs rather than
.Table V--4 SRU Interface Mechantism Design Cuidelines
ATrACH-LATCH SYSTEM Li:VEL DESI GN Glll DELl11SES
lmpose Minimum Res#rictions on the Spacecraft and Module Designers
- Allow Flexible and Efficient Packaging of Modules on 5pacecraft
and 5towage Device
- Accommodate a Wide Range of Nlodule Sizes and Masses
- Baseplate Transmits Ail rorces and Moments
- Accommotlate a Range of Connetitor Typ ps and Forces
Accommodate Misalignment in 5ix Degrees of Freedom
Minimize 4Veight and Volume
Require Servicer Mechanism Forces of l.ess Than 20 ibs
Be Compatible with Operation by Astronaut
Provitle Nonredundant Motlule Support
Accommodate Orbiter Crash Loads
Allow for Therraal and Structural Deflections
ATTACH-LATCH ELEMEM l}ES1GN Gttl DELIigES
APPLICABLETO ATTF,CH AND IATCH
Providz a Two-Stage Engagement: Capture and Lockup
Provide Separation Forces
Generate Operationa! Status Signals
tftilize an Actuator Located in End Effector
Accomplish Capture under Required Misalignment
Tolerances r6 DOF!
Nlake Final Alignment to Required Accnracy I6 DOFI
Nlinimize Sliding Friction Areas
ATTACH ONLY
tJse a Passive lnterface on Basepiate
IATCH ONLY
[Jse a Passive I nterface on Spacecrafi
Provide Laad Paths at Final Alignment to Handle Orbiter
Crash t.oads
Avoid lnitlai Moduie to Cpening Close-Fit Requirement
Provide Positive Lockup Device
Provide Connector MakelBreak Forces
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either one were performed so viable alternatives would be available to
spacecraft designers. The bottom-mount tnterface mechanism is applicabie
to a spacecraft structural configuration where all the SRUs are mounted
to a single plane or plate, whereas the side-mounted concept is applicable
to a spacecraft designed in the form of deep intersecting webs with the
SRUs rnounted on the sides of the webs. Both the interface mechanisms are
applicable to other spacecraft structural confiauratioris, e.g., the exter-
ior surface of a cylindrfcal polygon.
D. ECONQMIC EUAL1lATIONS
The main results of the economic evaluations show that over nine bil7ion
dollars, or 36 percent, can potentially be saved by flying mflst of the 340
automated spacecraft during the shuttle era in an on-orbit maintainable mode
rather than in an expendable mode. When compared to groiand refurbishment,
on-orb-it maintenance saves 4.2 billion dol3ars, or 21 percent. Figure V-1.7
presents a brief description, in the form of a work breakdown structure (WBS),
of the costing elements that went into costing the three maintenance modes.
This WBS format was used to cost flying all the spacecraft programs in the
ExpendabEe Ground Refurbtshabte on-Orhit Maintainable
Lau nch SfC taunch, Retrieve & Launch SlC, Launch &
Orbiier Relaunch 51C Return.Servieer&
Modules
Launch S1C Launch, Retrieve & Launch SfC, Launch &
Tug Relaunch S1C Return Servicer&
Modules
CBT&^ Basic Modified Basfc MadifieB 8asic .
` PraductEon Basic Modified BasictorFteet h4adlfied B^sic.farffeat
^ Size Size
N Operations Launch ClO,
Sustaini. ng
Launch.:C10 for FlePt
5ize
Lau^tch Cfo for F(eet
53ze
^E tv1A :. Refutbish SiC, LaUnth Replace Modules, Launch
^.^	 O perations ^ibutRefUrbished Cfo:nf 141o^ule5;. 5usta1n- .
51C, 5pstaltlEng idg
^	 UOT&E -` pIlA. : NIA f)evelop tar Servicer
NIA tJfA E}e,tilelop for Serti^i^ZL	 Produci on
NA ^A " La^lncti C!o ServFcer,^ ^,	 Operattons,
Susfaining Servicer
F	 .
i
i
; R
a
t( ^^
6l
y ^
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^
;
^
^
,
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EXPENDABLE
GROIJND
REFURBISI•fABiE
ON-ORBIT
MAIM'AINABLE
LEO SPACECRAFT 16.3 12.5 9.3.
MEOlNEO 8.5 7.6 6.4
MA I NTEfVANCE CONCEPT --
TOTAL 24.9 20.1 15.9
4.8 9.0
A	 ^
^	 }
:	 }
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expendable, ground-refurbishable, and on-orbit maintainable modes. Tabie U-5
presents a cost summary of flying the 47 spacecraft programs and 340 missions
in the study mission model. In the first column, all missions are f1own ex-
pendably and the total life-cycle cost for all the programs is 25 b.illion
dollars. In the second column, most missions are flown in the ground-refur-
bishable mode, ali;hough some are still flown in an expendable mode (those
that would be cheaper to fiy in an expendable mode), and the total life-cycle
cost is about 20 billion dollars, a savings of almost 5 billion dollars. The
third column represents most programs being flown in the on-orbit maintain- 	 j
,
able mode (as typified by the pivo'Ling arm servicer). Some pi^ograms are
^
sti11 cheaper to fly in an expendable inflde, but none are cheaper in the
;
ground-refurbishabie mode. The total cost 7s less than 16 billion doilars ^
and that represents a savings of some 9 billion dollars over flying all
spaGecraft expendably. In addition, the costing analysis indica-ced that
 ; 
the savings couid increase from such additional cons-iderations as the capa-
bility to repair design failures, multiple spacecraft servicing, expendable 	 e
servicers, or increases in shuttle iaunch costs. The nine bil1ion dollars
^
in savings represents a total of about 36% of the budgei: recuired to fl,y
a11 programs expendabiy.
Cost estimates comparing the three visiting-system concepts of EVA,
SRNfS, and the on-orbit servicer (pivoting arm) indicated that for low 3
earth orbit (LEO) cnly, the on-orbit servicer could be 90 mi1lion doliars
,
cheaper than the SRNlS and 180 million dbl1ars cheaper than EVA. When viewed
^
across the -Lotal mission model, including medium/high earth orbit (NEEO/HEO)
^
Table V-5 Maintenance Mode Cost Surrnnary (billiOns af dollarS) 	 ,
MA i NTE- A Sf C D DT&E p
MAIl1ffE- NANCE A114D PftO- ORBITER
NANCE PRODIJC- OFERA- CONCEPI' DUCTlON LCRP
CONCEPTS DDT&E TION TlONS SUBTOl'AL EFFECTS EFFECTS TOTAI,
P 1 VOT:1 NG ARM 29. 17 57 103 0 0 103.
LEOlMEOlEiEO
P iVOTE NG ARM 29 14 47 90 0 0 90
1.E0 ONLY
S E2MS, LEO OIVLY 22 20 40 82 Q 100 182
EVA, LEO ONLY 18 II 51 S0 90 100 270
^
^
i
orbits, the on-orbit serv q cer could save an additional two billion dollars
over the EVA and SRMS, Table V--6 presents a summary of visiting-sysi;em
cost comparisans. The total cost to develop, buil.d, and ut •ilize the pivot-
ing arm servicer during the 1980's and early 1990's wi11 be 103 m711ion
do1lars if used to service the entire m7ssiom model, or 90 ni711ion dollars
if used only in LEO, The EVA and SRMS can only be used in LEO. The costs
to develop, build, and utilize the EVA and SRMS maihtenance concepts, over
the STS baseline, will be about 80 million dollars each, plus an additional
100 million dol7ars for . additionai flrbiter 1aunch charges for each system,.
and an additional 90 million dol3ars Rn spacecraft costs for EVA over
tliose costs associated with the pivating arm on-orbit servicar. The incre-
mental spacecraft costs for EVA design are to provide a payload safe-work
station and include 1) provision of EVA load bearing surface for hand/foot
restraints and pushoff, Z) addit •ional structural protection where orbital
conditions differ from ground, and 3) secondary power and/or AC power pro-
tection. The EVA operations costs also include a$60K per service item in
accordance with a recent Rockweil International report.
The total life-cycie costs for the pivoting arm servicer of 103 million
dollars represents approximately 1% of the niae billion dollars that.can be
saved by utilizing on-orbit maintenance instead of flying all spacecraft
expendably.
Table V--6 Visiting System Cost Compa.risons (rrril2ions of dollars)
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CThe performance of a sensitiv7t ,y study on the cost anartysis showed
that the greatest effects on the savings from on-orbit mainirenance were
caused by changes in the mission model. The mission mode1 used to perform
the nominal cost analysis consisted of 47 automated spacecraft programs
with 317 missions from 1979 through 1991 and an additional 23 missions
after 1991 and was based on the July 1974 SSPn and the October 1973 pay-
load model . The standard traff7 c • model l i sts a total of 725 shuttl e mi s-
sions, also based on the SSPO and payload model. More recent traffic
models have suggested a reduction in the number of shuttle flights to 572,
a reduction of about 21%. Although this does not necessartly mean that
the number of missions in the maintenance mission model wil1 be reduced
by 21%, a 25% reduction in the number of missions was investigated. In
addition, a reduction of up to 50% in the number of missions was inves-
tigated. Cost sensitivity study resuits, for reductions of 25 and 50%
in the number of missions flown, indicated that savings of on-orbit main-
tenance would be reduced from nine billion dollars to about six billion
and three billion dollars respectively. Even wtith these large reductions
7n the mission model, on-orbit maintenance can still show significant
savings ^over flying all spacecraft in the expendable mode.
.	 ,
The cost sensitivity study also investigated expected variations in
.	 ;
the otlier cost parameters and the ef-Fects of these variat-ions on the sav-
ings. It was found that variation in parts factors, which represent the
fraction of the spacecraft replaced, and in the values used to calculate 	 -^
^
launch cost rbimbursement policy charges could also affect the total sav-
ings of the on-orbit maintainable mode, but would not change the major
study results. The parts factors used varied from 0.06 to 0.38 with
an average value of 0.16. Variations as large as -r0.08 in parts factors,
which represent the maximum expected limits, were fouhd to have an ef-
fect of + one billion dollars in the total savings. The launch cost re7m--
bursement policy charges could vary due to changes in shutt1e launch
V-25
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costs, changes in load factors, and changes in expendable and serviceable
spacecraft and module weighi:s and lengirhs. If expected changes in all
the paramei;ers were summed separai;ely, i;he i:oi;a1 effeci: on savings could
be as i arge as i;hree bi 11 iora dol l ars. Ffowever, i ir i s ani;i ci pated that
shuttle lalinch cosi:s w311 increase and load factors wi11 probably decrease
from i;he val ues used i n the s'cudy, and i;hat both of i;hese faci;ors wi 11
increase the savings of on-orbit maintenance over i;he expendable modes,
Several forms of launch cost reimbursemeni; po7icy were invesi;igaired,
ranging from no charge at all to a fu11 charge for each flight required:
The major approach based launch costs on length in the orbi-aer cargo bay
and weight to and from orbit. For some spacecraft programs i;he launch
cosi; reimbursement policy used can affect whTch of the maintenance modes
i s leasi; expensive.
E. DEIIELQPMENT IMPLICATIONS
FortyWseven types of spacecrafi; were incl uded i n i;hi s sirud;y and i i;
was dei;ermi ned i;hai: the devel opmeni; of one on--orbi t servi cer mai rii:enance
concept would be compai;ible wi-ch almosir all of i;hem. No i;echnical reasons
were determined thai: would definii;ely make any of -Ehe spacecrafir incom-
patible wii;h the onWorbit servicer.
The pri mary mai ni;enance functi on i deni;i fi ed was modu1 e repl acement--
the repl aaement of a f'ai i ed modul e wi i:h afunci;3 oni ng modul e. Both axi al
and radia1 moduie replacement were investiqated, Ali;hough advantages and
di sadvani;ages were found for each i;ype, axi al repl acemeni; appeared to be
bei;i;er and was the recommended approach . Al l spacecrafi: i nvesti gai;ed
codl d be made cdmpati bi e wi th irhe pi vati rig arm and wi `th axi al modu1 e re-
,^
,^
^
^
#
with a module exchange maintenance concept. Certainly some mission equip-
meni; items or subsystems on an individual spacecraft might not lend them-
selves to module exchange as easily as others, but, if necessary, i;hey
could be inciuded as part of the nonreplaceable unit (NRU) and sti1.1 leave
the bulk of the spacecrafi: systems (both standard subsystems and mission
equipment subsystems) as space-replaceable units or modules,
A few programs were noted in which an expendable spacecraft would
prove more econamic under current'-program plans, but should those plans
change, they too could be made compatibie wi-bh an on-orbit servicer.
Seventeen spacecraft in the 47 studied were incompatible with EVA and
SRMS maintenance concepts because of the costs associated with bringing
these spacecraft to the orbiter.
Specific studies of tne effects of inc1uding orbital maintenance in
the STS show no signtficant impacts on the STS. Noic only wore space
operations of the orbii:er and tug considered, but also detailed ground
operations and handling at ETR and WTR. These studies included ground
and flight operational functions and suppor-b items (ground eauipment,
1 ogi sti cs ; and faci 1 iti es ). Fi gure V-18 presents a scheinai;i c i n bl ock ;
diagram form of how an onworb7t servicer miaht fit into the STS ground
processing flow.
i
Minor impacts were identified (such as additional storage space at
i
i;he launch site or additional support struci:ures), but no significant
	 i
impacts were found. As a whole, the pivoting arm mainfenance concept
is compatible with the space transportation system requirements and ;
plans, ^
9
1'he preliminary design of i;he pivoting arm servicer concept involves
the use of a central docking system. However, a central docking system 	 a
is noi; a requirement for tHe pivoting arm; it can also operai:e with a
1peripheral docking system. Figure Lf-I2`presents a schematic of fhe shoialder
	 !
details for the pivoting arm mechanism design where a central docking
probe system i s used . Nni;e that i;he central docki na. probe. can he removed.,
and a periphera3 docking system mounted to the exterior circumference
Retum iattedlACdutcs
Rduro iIntegrateG ar	 Y
ar4 . TesI serr7cer 5yslamsfeSlin3	 eRf
OfOESBr
a[6-PFL ShuII1C 511tlt
ImSaa 3ntegralld	 .	 va p!s(e Ory p^ tlate
„, ^
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^	 Fzgure V18 Orc-4rbit Servicer Ground Processing Flow
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of the si:owage rack, without affeci;ing design or operation of the rest
of i;he system.
Although several.possible ii;ems are suggested for supporting re-
search and fechnology (SRT) for i;he development of the on-orbii; servicer,
no real advances in the stai;e of i;he art are required for the servicer.
One of the purposes of performing the preliminary design of i;he servicer
was i;o help investigate whether advances Yn i;he state of the art would
be requtred. 1Vone were ideni;ified.
1'he on-orbit servicer can he thought o-F as consisiring of three sepa--
rafe mai n subsystems--i;he stowage racfc for the modul es and the supporiri ng
si;ructure,. the mechani sm t.hat provi des the means, to exchange modul es , and
i;he control electronics. Several associated subsystems such as docfc-ing,
:
E	 telemetry and communications, and power are aiso included. Interface
_	
,
items befween modul es/5iiowage racks , modul es/spacecraft, and pi voi:'i ng arm
mechanism/modules are alse required. The interface items inelude latch/
V-28
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attach mechan7sms (SRU interface mechatiisms), and eleci;rical, waveguide,
and possibly f1uid connectors. Although some SRT may be required for
each of the subsystems and some deveiopment work musi; be performed, none
represeni; advances in the state of the art.
For i;he stowage rack and supporting struci;ure, si;andard aeraspace
materials and construcirion i;echniques are applicab1e. The pivoi;ing arm
mechanism will employ components i;hat have been well-proven in both ground
and space activii;ies such as gear drives (gears, shafts, and bearings),
i;orque moirors, i;achometer generators , brakes , and posi i;i on sensors . 1'hi s
also applies i:o materials, finishes, and lubri;.ants.
^
^
^
-;
i
^
^
The recommended control system involved supervisory coni;rol-with re-
moi;ely manned backup control and woul d i nvo1 ve Ml ati vely standard force
and position sensors feeding ini;o a coniirol electronics assembl,y. A sim-
plzfied TV camera(s) with very low frame rates (;u 3 per minute) can help
sirnplify i;he communicai;ion requirements and sys^em. Ground--based controi
and displays are certainly well within i;he state of the art. Power will
be provided by i;he carrier vehicle (orbiter, tug, TllS, EOTS) and current
indicairions are irhat sufficient capability will be available, requiring
only di si:ri bui;i on to i;he servi cer.
Some interface mechanism and connector development will be reqtaired,
but agai n these represent no real advancemeni;s i nthe state of the art .
A form of a data bus sysi;em for electrical signal disirribution is expected 	 1
,
to sTmplify the e1eci;rical connector and several methods of construci;ing
wavegu7de connectors have been suggesi;ed that are based on a1ready develop-
ed systems. The SRU ini;erface mechanisms represent siaandard mechanical
designs and devTces inciudir►g 1inks, roliers, push rods, bell cranks, worm
gears, spring-loaded ball deteni;s, and gtaide rollers. None imply an. ad-
varicemeni; in i;he si:ate oi= iche art.
Aii;hough the prime thrusi; of i:his si;udy served to show i;hai; the pivoi;- ;
ing arm servicer wi71 be fuily compatib1e with boi:h orbii;er operations
	 ^
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and full-capability tug operations, it was also noted during the study
that the pivot7ng arm servicer could a1so be compai;ible with the proposed
• earth-orbiting teieoperator system, a geosynchrorous free--flying servicer,
the solar electric propulsion system, and potentially with the interim
upper stage. A comparison of servicer mechanism production costs with
the launch charges to return the servicer from geostationary orbit showed
that if enough servicers can be built, it may be cheaper to expend the
.	 ^
servicer than return it. This indicates that it could be economically
feasible to use servicers on expendable IUS missions. Although the cur-
rent concepts of IUS may not include a rendezvous and docking capability,
if this capability is eventually included, additional savings over the
nine bil1ion dollars may be realized by flying expendable servicers on IUS
^
missions. Comparison of the data and requirements from this study with
other previous and on-going study contracts at Martin Mar7etta indicate
that a pivoting arm servicer can also be compatible with EOTS operations.
4
F. USER ACCEPI'ANCE
One of the development facets noted early in the study was that user
acceptance of servicing was a prerequisite before servicing would gain
the wide acceptance required to obtain as much of the potential economic i
benefits as possible. To help abtain early user acceptance, this study
concurs with the thoughts of many others that eGriy demonstrations of
the capabiiities of the on-orbit servicer maintenance concept would be 	 j
very benefTcial. This is particularly true for the designers and build-
ers of geostationary and other tug-deiivcred spacecraft, which present
the opporiiunity to obtain the fu11 advantages from the on-orbit servicer.
^
A1though the prime thrust of the study only considered use of the ser-
vicer with the orbiter and full-capability tug, possible additiona7 econ-
omic benefits were, also shown to exist from the use of the. servicer with 	 ^
the IUS. For the entire range of spacecra-Ft, whei;her low or high earth
orbits, it is tmportani: that user acceptance of servicing be established
}
?_	 I._	 1	 L_	 I	 i	 1	 I	 I
as soon as possible, because designs of spacecraft that will be flying
in the early portion of the shuttle era wtill begin in i;he very near
future.
Remonstrations of module exchange with an on-orbit servicer should
range from early one--g ground demonstrati on programs i nthe next fei,r
years to early orbital demonstrations in or near the orbiter soon after
IOC of i;he shuttle, and away from the nrbiter soon after. These orbital
demonstrai:ions should involve activities with an operational serviceable 	 j
spacecra-Ft and should include and be complemented with remote demonstra- ^
t3ons of rendezvous and docking. 	 ^
1
7o obtain the maximum economic benefits from the on-orbit servicer
.1.6... ........,Rq94J.4.,.- ...F 4-b.r. nntnt»nntn mitr-F- {-r^  	 !
VI.	 STUQY LIMITATTONS
As noted in Chapter 11, the IOSS addressed a very wide range of sub-
j ects and, wni 1 e depi;h has been devei oped or obi;ai ned i n mosir of i;he
critical area.s, many detail aspects have noi" been addressed completely.
Our approach was to apply the analysis and evaivation techniques to the
level required to derive the conc7usions drawn. Sometimes an engineering
judgment was made and an appraach selected and used withoui; i;he subopti-
mization that will properly occur as orbita3 servicing develops.
^	 This study addressed the application of maintenance to spacecraft pro-
r
^	 grams to reduce cosi;s while maintaining availability. F{owever, it recog-
^	 ni zed ( F'i g, I1f--1) irhaii there are other ways i;o mai ntai n avai l abi I i i:y wi i;h
(	 possibie reductions in cnst, the common approach beina a higher 1evel
^	 of redundancy in mission-critical components. Whether this approach, when
^	 appl i ed across the 47 spacecraft programs , i s more cost effeci;i ve than
^	 orbital maintenance is not known. FEowever, orbital maintenance can be
f
_.	 used iio correct wearout and design failures which redundancy cannot over-
^
{	 come.
While not specifically addressed in this study, t'he literature (and
the COMSAT work) indicates that on-orbit servicing and high redundancy
together are cost effective when very high availabi7ity is required.
In the latter phase of the study, ques-Eions were raised as to whether
the mission mode7 considered was too large; These quesi;ions were answered
in our sensitivity analysis by considering drasLic cuts in the size of the
mission mode1. The other side of the coin was noi; addressed. FEowever,
it is valid to question to what extent our recommended maini;eriance approach
might be appl7ed to:
2)
3)
1{ 4)
,I ^)
C)
DOD spacecraft;
Sori;ie missions;
PI anetary spacecraft , ( before l eavi ng I ow. earth orbi t)
Lunar surface bases;
Large structures in space; or
S'pace stati ons .
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VII, Ii^PL^CAT^ONS FOR RESEARCH;	 -	 —	 -
A11 of the on-orbit servicers considered, especially the one recom-
mended, used approaches, components, techniques, and arrangements that
are well within prresent day state of the art. Flowever, several associated
aspects have been identified as cand-idate supporting research and tech-
;
nology items in the advanced development category. These are discussed;
,
^.
in the following sections.
	
;	 A. CONTROL TECHNIQUES FOR ON-ORBIT SERVTCERS
	
'	 Th7s study recommended a combination of supervisory and rer+,iotely
^
	'r	 manned control. These techniques shouid be further considere rd to ensure
	
;	 that the most effective system of control o-F the modale exchange process
	
^	 is emp1oyed,
	
^	 i
P
B. SPACE-REPLACEABLE UNZT INTERFACE MECHANISNiS
	
^
^	 The mechanlcal interface between space- replaceable unitsand the
S
	^	 spacecraft and stowage rack needs a level of standardization if a singie 	 j
	
^	 serv7cing concept is to be used across many spacecraft programs. Although
	
^	 two versions of the SRt! interface mechanism have been designed and en-
	
^	 gineering test units fabricated, a significant amount of technology and
development worlc must be performed before any interface mechanism can be
'	 established as a standard.
C. CONNECTORS
	
`	 When modules or SRUs are exchanged, connectors will be demated and
mated wlth a single pcish-or-pull action. No such connectors su7table
to this use were fourid, and they must be &-veloped. Xn addition to the
^
usual e1ectric power and electronic signal connectors, waveguide connectors
are needed. There . is also a probabie rieed for fluid connectors and some
^	 consideration should be given to thermal connectors.
D. ON»ORBrT SERVICINB ONE-G DEMONSTRATION PACILITY
This facility is needed i;o stud.y the exchange of modules in one " g sa
control systems, latches, traaectories, connectors, ' and tolerances can
be investigated and basic data developed for application to flight hard-
ware development.
E. LONG-TERP9 SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL EFEECTS
The long-term effects of the space environment on the ab7lity to reµ
piace modules and on continued eperation of i;he various parts of the non-
replaceable units are not known. It is desirable to verify predictions
that modules can be rep1aced and that the nonreplaceable units will have
an adequateiy long life.
F. CONTAMINATION PROTECTION
The contamination limits for spacecraft during on-orbit servicing
should be estabTished so the apprapriate iimits for the oh-orbit servicer
and its carrier vehicle can be established. The servicer itself and the
stowage rack can be kept clean by proper shrouding if necessary. However,
the carrier vehicles, i.e., orb9ter and tug, are not so easily kept clean
and deve1opmerrt of a° 1 clean" earth orbital teleoperator system should be
considered if con •tamination limits are too stringent.
G. SPACE-REPLACEABLE SOLAR ARRAYS ARD DRIVES
Solar arrays and dri`ves are expensive items that were considered as
part of the nonreplaceable units but.that possibly should be considered
for development into space-replaceable units.
^^
E
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IfIII. SUDGFSTED ADDITIDNAl. FFFDRT
E
E
A review of the IDSS efforts and conclusions identified a number of
areas that merit consideration for substantial additional effort. 7hey
are as follows:
1) Engineering aspects,
a) Analysis, design, engineering test unit fabrication, and evalua-
^	 tion of on-orbit servicers,
b) Development of SRU interface mechanisms,
c) Development of e1ectrical, waveguide, and fluid connectors com-
patible with SRU interface mechanisms,
d) Simulations of module excnange including fuil--scale SRU lnter-
face mechanisms,
e) Investigation of on-orbit servicer control fol1owing the approach
that has been suggested, ^
f) Design of representative serviceable spacecraft,
^
g} Deveiopment of spacecraft structural configurations that are com-
patible with space-replaceab1e units,
	 t
h) Investigation of multiple payload rendezvous techniques and
energy requirements,
;
i) Evaluation of need for, and posslble development of, a thermal
^	 1
;	 connector,	 f
jy investigation of alternative materials in on-orbit servicer de-
1
;.^	 signs;
^-	 a
2) Econom7c aspects,	 i
a) Development of better cost data inclading spacecraft standard- i
fzatlon, fllght density, and scheduling effects,	 i
bj Deneration of confidence 1im7ts on cost dp+?, 
^
c) Rpplication to DaD programs,
d) Investigation of potential servicer benefits with other spacecraft
ai
not in the mission model considered herein; i.e., sortie lab pay-
l oads , pl anetary, l unar, and he'i i ocentric ,spacecraft,
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e) Determination of effects of the continuing development of NASA
launch cost reimbursement policy plans on economics and opera•-
tions of servicing,
f) Investigation of avaiiability, lifetime, and servicing strategies
with a reliabi1ity simulation;
3) Management aspects,
a) Development of on-orbit servicer implementation plan,
b) Investigation af programmatic/scheduling aspects of the S1"S,
c) Consideration of operational mode alternatives,
d) Evaluation of compatibility p f interim upper stage with on-orbit
servicing,
e) Consideration of orbit-based servlcers (chemical vs solar elec-
tric propulsion),
f) Development o-F techniques for spacecraft program manager selec-
tion of maintenance modes,
g) Identification of safety implications,
h) Evaluation of adaptability of the on-orbit servicer to central
or peripheral docking systems;
4) User aspects,
a) Development of an on-orbit servicer demonstrati+
on-orbit demonstrations,
b) Identification and fabt-ication of equipment for
cation and test facility.
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